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Introduction

t eaching computational intelligence 
(CI) to undergraduate and/or 
graduate students is challenging 

because the theories are difficult and they 
feel that the topics are not closely related 
to their lives. It is desirable to use interest-
ing projects to attract students’ attention 
into the computational intelligence. CI 
educators have been used different types 
of tools to define course projects for stu-
dents. There are no standard course mate-
r ials on the projects, hence each 
instructor develops his/her own projects 
by oneself, making it difficult to share 
them. Furthermore, if the projects are 
dependent on special hardware or soft-
ware, it often becomes a bottleneck on 
the dissemination of the materials. 

When a CI educator plans to use 
games for education, there are lots of 
difficult decisions and it requires much 
effort to realize them. For example, they 
need to find games suitable for CI tech-
niques and then they need to confirm 
that the AI can be programmed into 
them. The next step is to define goals of 
the projects and objective measure to 
evaluate the goodness of the students’ 
works. In this step, it is necessary to 
adjust the difficulty of the problems not 
to lose their interest in the projects. If 
you have more time, you need to design 
your own solution checking whether 
the problem is feasible or not. After then, 
you finally upload a sample solution that 
can be a starting point for students. 

The game AI competitions have 
been a part of several international 
conferences related to AI and CI tech-
niques. For example, IEEE Conference 
on Computational Intelligence in 
Games (IEEE CIG) has hosted a lot of 
interesting game AI competitions since 
2005 (http://www.ieee-cig.org/). In 
2005, the competitions covered IPD 
(Iterated Pr isoners Dilemma), Go 
(7#7), and computer controlled car 
racing. For many years, the competi-
tions have been evolved to include a lot 

of different games with new challenges 
(For example, Turing test [1] and game 
contents generation). Table 1 summa-
rizes the game AI competitions offered 
from several international conferences. 
Their advancement from many partici-
pants has been reported in the main 
competition website and the interna-
tional conferences/journals [2]. The 
competitions have been a good bench-
marking tool to evaluate the goodness 
of new approaches for different genres 
of games [3]. 
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Table 1 Summary of game AI competitions.

Game CompeTiTions main WebsiTes

MS PaC-Man MS PaC-Man vS GhoStS 
CoMPetition

httP://www.PaCMan-vS-GhoStS.
net/

MS PaC-Man CoMPetition 
(SCreen-CaPture  
verSion)

httP://CSwww.eSSex.aC.uK/Staff/
SMl/PaCMan/PaCManConteSt.
htMl

SuPer Mario GaMe Play traCK httP://www.Marioai.orG/

learninG traCK

level Generation traCK

turinG teSt traCK

SuPer tux level Generation traCK httP://PlatforMerSai.CoM/

turinG teSt traCK

SiMulated Car  
raCinG

SiMulated Car raCinG  
ChaMPionShiP

httP://GaMeS.wS.dei.PoliMi.it/ 
CoMPetitionS/SCr/

unreal tournaMent 2K BotPrize httP://www.BotPrize.orG/

StarCraft ieee CiG httP://lS11-www.CS.uni-dort-
Mund. de/rtS-CoMPetition/

aiide httP://www.aiide.orG/StarCraft

PhySiCal tSP [4] PhySiCal tSP leaGue httP://www.PtSP-GaMe.net/

Multi-oBJeCtive PtSP

GeoMetry friendS the ai CooPeration 
GaMe CoMPetition

httP://GaiPS.ineSC-id.Pt/ 
GeoMetryfriendS/

Go huMan vS. CoMPuter Go 
CoMPetition

httP://oaSe.nutn.edu.tw/ 
wCCi2012/
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Although the competitions have 
been designed to accelerate the research 
of the CI in Games community, they are 
also recognized as a good tool for edu-
cation. Without significant changes, the 
competitions can be easily transformed 
into course projects. There are lots of 
benefits to use the competitions for the 
education. As the competitions are open 
to public, they provide all kinds of mate-
rials on the preparation of the competi-
tions. Organizers carefully choose games 
for the CI-based competitions. Usually, 
they adopt open-source games and rela-
tively inexpensive commercial games 
(US$10+20). You need to buy game 
software for StarCraft and unreal tour-
nament competitions. 

Organizers have developed additional 
source codes (defined as API), sample pro-
grams and documents written to support 
participants making their own AI codes. 
Also, they define the problems to be 
solved and the measure to rank the entries. 
Finally, some of the competitions (usually 
continued for several years) provide source 
codes of participants including the winner 
of the year. This is a good starting point for 
the students. Also, the participants often 
publish papers on their approaches to 
international conferences and journals that 
are useful for in-depth study. In addition to 
the benefits, educators can encourage stu-
dents to submit their own entry to the 
international competitions and if possible, 
technical papers (IEEE CIG has a special 
track dedicated to the competition papers). 

A Portal Site for  
Game AI Competitions
From 2011, game AI competition portal 
(Figure 1) compiled by authors and stu-

dents have been used to support the 
courses with the game AI competitions. 
The portal was designed to be the start-
ing point of the game AI competitions 
for research and education. For each 
competition, the portal contains infor-
mation on the rules, step-by-step 
instructions to start the first project, his-
torical archives (video, results, and source 
codes of the entries), and educational 
resources (video tutorials, links and 
slides). Since 2012, the portal has been 
used as course supplementary materials 
for the students’ course projects. 

This section briefly introduces the 
preparation of the game AI competitions 
(for an instance, simulated car racing). 
We recommend that the readers visit the 
game AI competition portal and the 
simulated car racing section. In the sec-
tion, you can access the summary of 
rules and the easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
instructions to run the first sample code 
from the organizers. From our experi-
ence, inexperienced students wasted 
much time to complete the first step of 
the “entry making.” If we can help them 
to reduce the technical burden in the 
early-stage of development, they can 
concentrate on their AI module.

After you finish the task to run the 
first sample, you are ready to build your 
own entry. However, it is desirable to 
understand the fundamental ideas wide-
ly used in the competition before you 
start your own project. At first, you are 
recommended to follow the video tuto-
rials offered at the portal which explains 
the important concepts in a step-by-
step manner with videos. For the begin-
ners, it is safe to keep the simulated car 
in the middle of the track and adjust car 

speed based on the difference between 
target and current one. The tutorial pro-
vides an example of source code imple-
mentation and videos of results for the 
basic skills.

You can start your own controller by 
modifying the sample controller (Sim-
pleDriver.cpp) provided by organizers 
(Figure 2). This class implements basic 
functions for a general car racing con-
troller. You can easily modify each func-
tion with your own idea to enhance the 
performance of your controller. You can 
also download the source codes of par-
ticipants from competition websites asit 
is better use them rather than starting 
from scratch.

In the historical archive section of 
the portal, you can review the results 
and winner of the previous year’s com-
petition. In the section, you can down-
load the source codes (or executables) 
of the others’ entries on the competi-
tion websites. Reviewing the source 
codes of the entries will give you great 
amount of insights on your controller 
design. For a better understanding of 
the codes, it is recommended to read 
technical papers and documents pub-
lished by authors (especially, IEEE CIG 
competition track papers). You can feel 
the state-of-the art of the competition 
from the analysis of the entries (espe-
cially the winner of the competitions).

From the resource section of the 
portal, you can easily find some relevant 
papers on the competition, it is neces-
sary to investigate the state-of-the-art 
used for the competition. For the simu-
lated car racing, Fuzzy, NN (Neural 
Network), and rules have been widely 
used as the representation of knowledge. 
Several optimization techniques have 
been adopted to tune the parameters of 
the controllers (for example, evolution-
ary computation (EC) and swarm intel-
ligence). Figure 3 shows the distribution 
of the techniques used in the car racing 
competitions (from the survey of 80 
papers). It shows that EC, Fuzzy, NN 
and ENN (Evolutionary NN) are domi-
nant techniques (76%) for the problem. 
With the data, you can determine your 
own methods or create novel approach 
to improve the performance.

FiGure 1 Game ai competition portal (http://cilab.sejong.ac.kr/gc).
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Game AI Competitions  
and Education
Recently, there have been some AI and 
CI courses offered with the game AI 
competitions1. The idea is straightfor-
ward and students can design and imple-
ment a computer program for the game 
AI competition as an assignment or 
project for the course. As an assignment, 
students are asked to program well-
known (known to be successful for the 
game) algorithms into the games. From 
this experience, students can learn the 
state-of-the art techniques for video and 
real-time strategy games. As a project, 
students are recommended to propose a 
novel method for the game AI competi-
tion and implement their ideas. Because 
the competitions are designed as bench-
marking tools, it is easy to evaluate the 
goodness of their novel approaches.

 ❏ Game AI (2012, Mark Riedl, 
Georgia Tech): In the course, the 
lecturer dealt with all the important 

1Game AI (Mark Riedl, Georgia Tech) https://
research.cc.gatech.edu/inc/cs-4731-spring-2012. 
Game AI (Michael Mateas, UC Santa Cruz) http://
courses.soe.ucsc.edu/courses/cmps146/Winter12/01/
pages/syllabus. Modern AI for Games (Julian Togelius, 
IT University of Copenhagen) https://blog.itu.dk/
MAIG-E2012/. Agents, AI & Games (Saturnino Luz, 
Trinity College Dublin) https://www.scss.tcd.
ie/~luzs/t/cs7032/.

materials on the game AI design (Pro-
cedural Contents Generation, decision 
making, path planning, and so on). He 
adopted the Ms Pac-Man vs Ghosts 
Competition and Super Mario (Play-
ing and Level Generation Track). He 
slightly changed the rules of the com-
petition and hosted internal competi-
tions to give evaluation scores. 

 ❏ Modern AI for Games (2012, 
Julian Togelius, IT University of 
Copenhagen): In the course, the 
lecturer adopted the game AI com-
petition for individual assignments 
and group projects. In the lecture, he 
taught tree search (Monte-Carlo), 
evolutionary computation, neural 
networks and reinforcement learn-
ing. In the individual assignments, he 
asked students to implement one of 
the four major techniques from the 
classes into the Ms Pac-Man vs 
Ghosts competition. Local competi-
tions were done during the course. 
The group projects were based on 
student’s novel idea for Car Racing 
simulation and Super Mario. 

 ❏ Agents AI & Games (2011, Saturni-
no Luz, Trinity College Dublin): In 
this lecture, he taught several inter-
esting topics on agents (architecture 

and types of agents) and machine 
learning (reinforcement learning and 
optimization algorithms). In the 
preparation of the course, he assigned 
a survey of each game AI competi-
tion to students. After their survey, 
the final competition project was 
determined as Ms Pac-Man vs. Ghost.
Authors have attempted to open the 

courses with the game AI competitions 
since 2009. S.-B Cho offered a course to 
graduate students with the game AI  
competitions. Dur ing the course, 
teams  of students submitted their own 
controllers for three internal small-scale 

FiGure 2 Modifying client source codes to implement your idea (car racing).

// SimpleDriver.cpp

int SimpleDriver::getGear(CarState &cs){

 // Your own codes on gear change
 return gear; }

float SimpleDriver::getSteer(CarState &cs){

 // Your own codes to decide steering
 return Steer; }

float SimpleDriver::getAccel(CarState &cs){

 // Your own codes to decide acceleration and brake
 return accel_and_brake; }

CarControl SimpleDriver::wDriver(CarState cs){

// Your own codes to detect stuck
if(Stuck){// Your own codes for recovering policy}

else { float accel_and_brake = getAccel(cs);

 int gear = getGear(cs);

 float steer = getSteer(cs); }

clutching(cs,&clutch);

CarControl cc(accel, breake, gear, steer, clutch);

return cc;

}

// CarState.h

class CarState{

 float getAngle();

 void setAngle(float angle);

 float getCurLapTime();

 void setCurLapTime(float curLap Time);

 float getDamage();

 void setDamage(float damge);

 float getDistFromStart();

 void setDistFromStart(float disFromStart);

 float getDistRaced();

 void setDistRaced(float distRaced);

 ....

 void setTrackPos(float trackPos);

 float getWheelSpinVel(int i);

 void setWheelSpinVel(int i, float value);

 float getz();

 void setZ(float z);

}

FiGure 3 Percentage of techniques used in 
the car racing competition (rl = reinforce-
ment learning, il = imitation learning).

EC (EA, ES, 
GP, MOEA) 

39% 

Fuzzy 
14% 

ENN 
12% 

NN 
11% 

IL 
5% 

Rule 
5% 

Swarm 
4% 

RL 
4% 

Etc.
6% 
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competitions (car racing, Ms Pac-Man 
and unreal tournament games). He pro-
vided with materials of the basic intro-
duction, techniques used, and how to 
start each competition. The final grade 
was completely dependant on the ranks 
of teams in the three competitions.

K.-J. Kim offered a “C Program-
ming” course for freshmen in the 
spring semester of 2009. In the course, 
the freshman studied the grammar of 
the “C programming language.” Tradi-
tionally, the final project of the course 
had been a set of “well-defined text-
based” programming problems. Howev-
er, they are not sufficient to motivate 
young generation familiar with fantas-
tic graphics. Car racing competition 
was offered as an alternative of the final 
course project. As the competition soft-
ware was written mainly in C++, it is 
not suitable for students in the “C Pro-
gramming” course. He wrote a sample 
controller that students could program 
without knowing C++ language. 
Although students designed their con-
trollers only with rule-based approach-
es, the projects gave them ideas on 
game AI [5].

He also offered a “Windows Program 
Design” course for the junior students in 
the spring semester of 2010. In the 
course, there was minimum teaching and 
all the time was spent for course projects 
in computer labs. One team chose the 
car racing competition and applied imi-
tation learning to generate car racing 
controllers. They generated training sam-
ples using the 2009 champions and 
trained decision trees to control several 
actuators of cars. The second team also 
used the car racing competition software 

for their projects and applied several 
ideas to build their controllers. They 
tried to build controllers that drive as 
safe as possible and adopted several ideas: 
Remembering crash points and decreas-
ing speed before corners. The last team 
used Ms Pac-Man and combined the 
ideas of the last year’s winner with the 
basic software platforms provided by 
organizers. The entries (car racing and 
Ms Pac-Man) in this class were submit-
ted to IEEE CIG 2011.

Since 2011, we have attempted to 
construct the game AI competition portal 
for the purpose of education. It can save 
much time to introduce the main con-
cept of the game AI competitions. After 
general overview in the class, students can 
start their own project from the instruc-
tions on the portal. With the help of the 
portal, our students can submit their own 
entries to the IEEE CIG 2011 (3rd rank 
in StarCraft competition) and GECCO 
2012. Also, they published international 
journal papers based on their course 
reports [6][7]. At WCCI (World Congress 
on Computational Intelligence) 2012 and 
WASA (Workshop at SIGGRAPH 
ASIA) 2012, we gave tutorials to intro-
duce the game AI competitions based on 
the portal. Recently, we got several 
requests to use the portal for graduate 
courses from researchers.

Concluding Remarks
It is not easy to run competitions in 
courses because it needs customized soft-
ware and well-defined rules. This is one 
of the reasons that teachers avoid the 
competitions as their educational tools. 
Fortunately, the game AI competitions 
are publicly opened and you can easily 

modify the competition software for your 
favor. Our students are familiar with 
games and they are willing to build their 
own games. This is one of popular rea-
sons that students choose computer engi-
neering as their major. If you use games 
as materials of education, it is easy to 
open your students’ minds on your 
teaching subjects. Initially, students start to 
build their own controller using several 
rules with hand-tuned parameters. They 
suddenly realize the limitations of their 
approach and naturally think about com-
putational intelligence. Now, they are 
transformed into highly motivated young 
researchers for computational intelligence.
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Table 2 Courses offered by authors with the game AI competitions.

Year sTudenTs (# oF sTudenTs) CompeTiTions noTe

Software aGentS 2009 Graduate (28) Car raCinG, MS PaC-Man  
and unreal tournaMent

C ProGraMMinG 2009 1St year underGraduate (40) Car raCinG

windowS  
ProGraMMinG

2010 3rd year underGraduate (10) Car raCinG, MS PaC-Man

advanCed artifiCial  
intelliGenCe

2011 Graduate (10) Car raCinG, StarCraft GaMe ai CoMPetition 
Portal waS Built

artifiCial intelliGenCe 2012 Graduate (17) Car raCinG, SuPer Mario,  
unreal tournaMent

GaMe ai CoMPetition 
Portal waS uSed


